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Upbeat eurozone data fails to lift European market 

Possible military intervention in Syria weighed on markets in US and 
Europe. Asian markets rose on the back of strong Chinese data. 

Equity Markets  

European stocks were mixed Wednesday as investors waited for the 
European shares hit a six-week low on Friday as reduced chances of an 
immediate military strike on Syria weighed on energy equities due to 
weakened oil prices. The Stoxx Europe 600 index dropped 0.9%, ending 
the month 0.8% lower. Over the week, the benchmark slid 2.4%, 
marking the biggest weekly loss since June. The UK’s FTSE 100 index 
dropped 1.1%, ending the month off 3.1%. France’s CAC 40 index lost 
1.3%, to deepen its monthly loss to 1.5%. Germany’s DAX 30 index 
gave up 1.1% and shaved off 2.1% for the month. 

Oil companies fell the most, with BP, Royal Dutch Shell and Total 
leading the decline. Cyclical stocks also bore the brunt of the wider 
market sell-off as persistent concerns that the US Federal Reserve 
would start to taper its liquidity support prompted investors to retreat on 
the last trading day of the month. Sectors such as automobiles, banks 
and insurers, which enjoyed a long rally on the back of US monetary 
stimulus fell more than 1%.  

Elsewhere, Bwin.Party Digital Entertainment’s shares sank after the 
online gambling company warned that its full-year revenue could fall as 
much as 17%. Vienna Insurance also slid after Nomura lowered the firm 
to “neutral” from “buy”. Conversely, Telecom Italia’s stock surged after 
analysts at Bernstein said the company could be a merger target and 
lifted it to “outperform”. L’Oréal gained after the cosmetics major 

confirmed its full-year guidance as its operating margin continues to 
climb to record levels. Deutsche Bank also rose after J.P. Morgan 
Cazenove lifted the bank to overweight from neutral. 

Economic data, meanwhile, was largely upbeat. The Economic 
Sentiment Indicator rose sharply by 2.7 points in August to 95.2, beating 
expectations of a 93.7 reading. Additionally, data showed that the 
number of unemployed in the eurozone fell in July for the second 
straight month. However, the improvement wasn’t enough to bring down 
the unemployment rate from its all-time high of 12.1%. On a slightly 
disappointing note, German retail sales disappointed again in July, 
posting a second consecutive monthly fall. Retail sales in July dropped 
1.4% on the month, adding to June's 0.8% decline. 

In the US stocks fell Friday, with the Dow Jones Industrial Average and 
the S&P 500 index closing out their worst month since May 2012, as 
investors weighed potential US military action against Syria. The Dow 
Jones Industrial Average fell 0.2%, the S&P 500 index slid 0.3%, and 
the Nasdaq Composite declined 0.8%. 

Consumer discretionary led sector declines, whilst consumer staples 
and utilities were the only advancing sectors among the 10 major 
industry groups on the S&P 500 index. Energy stocks edged lower, with 
Apache Corp. bucking the trend as it sold part of its assets in Egypt for a 
higher-than-expected price. Meanwhile, shares of major oil and gas 
companies were mixed. Exxon Mobil declined 0.1%, Chevron’s shares 
rose less than 0.1%, whilst those of ConocoPhillips gained 0.2%.  

The technology sector also joined the broader market selloff, weighed 
down by declines in Microsoft and Hewlett-Packard. However, 
Salesforce.com’s shares jumped. Elsewhere, Pitney Bowes’s stock 
slipped 2.1%, whilst Regeneron Pharmaceuticals saw a 0.5% dip in its 
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shares, despite news that the European Commission approved its eye-
drug Eylea. 

On the New York Mercantile Exchange, gold futures fell for a third 
session. The most-active December contract was down 1.2%, at 
$1,396.10 an ounce. Crude also extended losses, with oil futures down 
for a second session. Futures for October delivery declined 1.1% to 
$105.03 a barrel. The dollar gained against other major currencies and 
the yield on 10-year Treasuries used to determine consumer loans rose 
by 1 basis point to 2.772% 

Asian shares climbed to a two-week high on Monday, led by Hong 
Kong, after manufacturing data from China signalled an improvement in 
the world’s second-largest economy. The Hang Seng Index rose 1.8%. 
Leading gainers included China Shenhua Energy, Sands China and 
heavyweight China Construction Bank. 

However, China’s Shanghai Composite slipped 0.4% in choppy trading, 
whilst South Korea’s Kospi was flat. Most Chinese banking shares 
suffered broad losses amid worries that bad loans could rise in coming 
quarters, although two of the nation’s largest lenders — Industrial & 
Commercial Bank of China and Bank of China posted an increase in 
half-yearly profits. On the economic front, official Chinese data released 
over the weekend showed that the manufacturing Purchasing Managers’ 
Index (PMI) for August rose to 51.0 from 50.3 in July. The final reading 
of a separately conducted survey by HSBC and Markit, released 
Monday, also put the August PMI reading at 50.1 — above the 50-point 
level that signals an expansion — rebounding strongly from an 11-
month low of 47.7 in July. 

Japan’s Nikkei Stock Average rose 0.7%, as the US dollar rose to trade 
in the mid ¥98-level, providing a lift to several internationally exposed 
corporations. Shares in Mitsubishi Electric, pharmaceutical major Daiichi 
Sankyo, Japan Tobacco and Isuzu Motors surged. 

Meanwhile, Australia’s S&P/ASX 200 also rose 0.7%. Gains were led by 
miners, which advanced following the release of Chinese PMI data. Rio 
Tinto rose 2% and Fortescue Metals climbed 3.3%. However, gold 
miners underperformed after the precious metal’s prices dropped. 

Elsewhere, Westpac Banking and Commonwealth Bank of Australia on 
expectations that Australia’s central bank would hold its benchmark 
interest rate at 2.5% following its meeting on Tuesday. 

 
The Longer-Term Perspective 
 
Markets historically fall from time to time in the course of their longer-
term upward progress. Investors who are willing to accept periods of 
market volatility and stay invested for the long term are often well 
positioned to grow their wealth as markets subsequently recover.  
 
We view the market reaction to them as a normal part of the investment 
cycle that, in itself, creates attractive opportunities for long-term 
investors.  
 
Looking forward 
 
The prospect of US-led strikes against Syria is stoking global geo-
political tensions, and the impact that any military strike could have on 
certain commodities such as oil, has clearly worried markets. Syria is 
not officially on the agenda at this week’s G20 summit, but it’s expected 
to be discussed at length.  
 
Global markets have also been particularly sensitive over the prospect 
that the US Federal Reserve could scale down its quantitative easing 
beginning September. Therefore, the US jobs report on Friday will be 
keenly anticipated, especially as quantitative easing hinges on the 
health of the US jobs market.  
 
In Europe, the European Central Bank’s policy announcement is on tap 
for Thursday. Although no change is expected, the press conference 
that follows this should offer some forward guidance.  
 
In Asia – HSBC’s Chinese ‘flash’ manufacturing PMI August data will be 
released on Monday. 
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Please remember, the value of investments and the income from them 
can do down as well as up. Funds that invest in overseas markets may 
be subject to currency fluctuations. Investments in small and emerging 
markets can be more volatile than other overseas markets. Reference in 
this document to specific securities should not be construed as a 
recommendation to buy or sell these securities, but is included for the 
purposes of illustration only. 


